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In 1823, Sophie Germain (Mem. Acad. Sri. Inst. France 6 (1823). l-60) showed 
that if p, 2p+ I are both odd primes then the so-called “First Case” of Fermat’s 
Last Theorem holds for p. This was extended by Legendre, Wendt, Vandiver, 
Denes, and others to prime pairs p, mp + 1, where 6 j M and p is suftkiently large 
(depending on m). The cases where 6 divides nz are fraught with an inescapable 
technical difficulty. and, as we shall see in this paper, it requires quite sophisticated 
techniques to even find a partial resolution for prime pairs p, 6p+ I. ( 1987 
Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The first case of Fermat’s Last Theorem is said to be false for prime p, if 
there exist integers X, Y, Z such that 
xp+ YP+ZJ’=O and PJXYZ.“. (1 lp 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation: Let p and q = 
6p + 1 be odd primes (p # 3 or 7). Thus we may assume that q E 3 (mod 4) 
q-4 or 7 (mod 9), and q & 1 (mod 7). 
Let w=(-1+,/-3)/2, a root of w2 + w + 1 = 0 in C. 
We choose e to be any integer of order 6 (mod q). Note that if t E Q with 
u,,(f) = 0 (uy is the q-adic valuation) then there exists an integer i, 0 < i < 5, 
such that tP E ei (mod q). 
Let C be the least positive residue of (q - 1)/3 (mod 3) and A and B be 
integers for which 4q = A2 + 27B’ and A E 1 (mod 3). Then A is uniquely 
defined and B is uniquely defined up to sign (see [6, Prop. 8.3.21). 
Let rr, = (A + 3B)/2 + 3Bw, which is prime in Q(o). Note that q = 7c, ‘it,. 
Let rc2 = -1 - 30 = ( -0)~(3 + 20), which is prime in Q(o) also. Note that 
7 = rrz. g2. Let CI be the integer, 0 < c( < q, such that CI s 1 + 2w = ,/-3 
(mod n,). 
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Now suppose 1’ and PE Q(o) with p prime and Np j Ny, Np#2 or 3. 
Define 
= ( - 1 )“, where yCNp--1)/2~(-l)m (modp), 
and 
= WI”, where Y INp-I)//- = co”* (mod p). 
If YE Q, let (y/Np)= [y/plz. This definition coincides with that of the 
Legendre symbol. 
We shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let p, q, A, B, and C be as above; determine the sign of B 
bjl taking B = 1 (mod 4), t f  A is odd and B = q + 3 (mod 8), if A is even. 
Jf the first case of Fermat ‘s Last Theorem is false for p then either 7 1 A + 
B+Cand3jB-1 or71A+B+2Cand31B-2. 
We will have need of the following two theorems, each of which rely on 
sophisticated techniques. In each we assume that there exist solutions X, Y, 
z to (1 I,‘. 
FURTW~NGLER'S THEOREM [4]. If r I XYZ then rpp ’ = 1 (mod p’). 
MCDONNELL'S THEOREM [8]. Lf r I X’ - YZ. Y2 - XZ Z’ - XY then 
rp- ’ = 1 (mod p’). 
(McDonnell’s Theorem is usually stated with the added criteria that 
p J XY+ YZ+ ZX-however, this was always shown to be true by 
Pollaczek [9].) 
For a complete introduction to these theorems, and those mentioned in 
the abstract, the reader is referred to Ribenboim [lo]. 
LEMMA 1. [f a, b, and c are integers for which 
ap+bP+eP=O (modq) 
then either q divides abc or there exists an integer u, of order 3 (mod q), such 
that 
bP/aP = cPJbp = u (mod q). 
Proof Suppose that q does not divide abc. As (bp/ap)6 = (cp/ap)” = 
1 (mod q) there exists integers i and j, 0 < i, j < 5, such that bP/aP = 
ei (mod q) and cp/ap = ei (mod q). 
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Hence 1 + r’ + e’ z (u” + h” + ~‘“)/a” = 0 (mod q). 
Now, if (i,.j)#(2.4) or (4, 2) then 
-34.73.43= 11 fi 1 +e’+e’-0 (modq). 
,=o ,=o 
ll./)#12.4)“rl4.1) 
Thus q = 6~ + 1 = 3 or 4 or 7 which is clearly impossible. So (i, j) = (2, 4) 
or (4, 2). Let u = e’. Then II has order 3 (mod q) and /f/a” = cp/hp = u 
(mod q). 
PROPOSITION 1. [f’ (1 )p hus solutiom then there exist integers a und b, 
tt*ith u7= -3 (mod q) and hh= 1 (mod q) such thut XE h/2 (mod q), 
Y=uh/2 (modq), andZ= -b(a+2)/2 (modq). 
Proqf: We first note that q does not divide XYZ else, by Furtwkgler‘s 
Theorem, 1 +6p=q=qp= 1 +6$ = 1 (mod p’), so that p 1 6, which is 
impossible. 
Similarly q does not divide X’- YZ. Y’- XZ.Z’-XY by use of 
McDonnell’s Theorem. 
Barlow [ I] established that there exist integers r, s, t such that 
x+ Y= t”, x + z = s”, and Y + Z = r”. 
As q i r.st (else q 1 XYZ), there exist integers i and j, 0 < i, j < 5, such that 
(s/r)” = c” (mod q) and (t/r)“-e’ (modq). 
Therefore 
2X/r”-e’+c- 1 (mod q), 2Y/rr= 1 +r’-e (modq), 
and 
2Z/rP-e’+ 1 -e’ (modq). 
NOW i#O, j#O, and ifjelse XE Y (modq), X-Z (modq), or Y-Z 
(mod q) and, by Lemma 1, there would exist an integer U, of order 3 
(mod q), such that u E 1 (mod q), which would imply that q divides 3. 
Also i and j are not equal to 1 and 2, or 1 and 5, or 4 and 5, else 
y / XYZ. 
We are left with one case, namely i = 1, j = 4, noting that we do not 
affect the methods used by interchanging X, Y, and Z or mapping e --t e5. 
Let h = (-r)” (mod q) so that h6 E 1 (mod q), and u E 2e - 1 (mod q) so 
that 
u”=4ez-4e+ 1 = -3+4(1 +e’+e”)= -3 (modq). 
Then X=h/2 (modq), Ysab/2 (modq), and ZE -(a+2)b/2 (modq). 
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COROLLARY 1. [f (I ),, has solutions then there exists an integer a such 
that q divides a’ + 3 and q divides 1 + ai’ - (a + 2)“. 
Corollary 1 follows immediately from Proposition 1. We now prove a 
preparatory, technical lemma. 
LEMMA 2. (i) (r/q)=(AB/q). 
(ii ) If’ B is odd then B = (a/q) (mod 4). !f’ B is even then B s 2(2x/q) 
(mod 8). 
(iii) ((2+cx)iq)=(x/q)((A+B)/7). 
(iv) [3/~,]~ =(I?. 
Proof: (i) [~Bz/~c,]~ = [(3B+6B~)j~c,], = [ -A/~c,]~. As A, B, and 
2 are integers, and (-3/q)=(q/3)=1, we have (x/q)=(3B/q)(3Ba/q)= 
(3B/q)( --Ah) = (ABlq). 
(ii ) Let A = ( - 1 )“’ .2”’ A, and B = ( ~ 1 )“I 2hJ B,, where A I1 
B, > 0 and 2 t Ai B,. Now. if the prime r divides A,, then 
Therefore (‘4 ,/q) = (A,/3) = (A/3) ( - 1 )“I + “: = ( - I )“I +I’? as .4 E 1 
(mod 3). 
Thus (A/q) = ( - 1 )“‘(2/q)“‘. 
Now, if prime r divides B,, then 
Suppose that B, = n,. , R, r”‘. Then 
Thus (B/q) = (~ 1 )“‘(2/q)h? (- 1 )le? ‘I2 f (-l)h’(2/q)hz B, (mod4). 
Therefore, by (i) 
B/zhL E ( - 1 )hl B, E 
!I 2 
= i-n 
02 + h: 
- (- 1 )“, (mod 4). 
4 Y 
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Now, if 2 j B, a, = h, = 0, so that BE (cc/q) (mod 4). If 2 1 B then, as 
q = 3 (mod 4) h, = 1 so that 
8~(-1)‘~~(%)1*.2.($) (mod8). 
Now, if q=3 (mod8), then B=2.(2a/q) (mod8). 
Note that (~t/2)~ = q - 3(B/2)’ = 0 (mod 8), so that 4 1 A/2. Therefore 
(A+3B)/2-0+3. (2ct/q)-(cc/q) (mod4).... Pi) 
If q E 7 (mod 8), then (A/2)2 = 7 - 3 1’ = 4 (mod 8). Thus A/2 = 2 (mod 4) 
so that a2 = 2 and B = 2(2c(/q) (mod 8). Note that 
(A+3B)/2-2-(cc/q)-(r/q) (mod4).... (2ii) 
(iii) Dorrie [ 3, pp. 6887 1 ] gave the following law for quadratic 
reciprocity in Q(o): If p, and pz are primes in Q(o), but not in Q, 
with Np, = p, and t, an integer, 0 < t, < 5 such that ( -w)” p, = (1) + 1 or 
tc)- I (mod 4) for each i= 1,2 then 
Now rr2= -1-3~0~~0-1 (mod4) and suppose that (--o)‘rr,--w+l 
(mod 4 ). Then 
[ - 711 21 2 i-l 71, 1 =(-I)"'. 2 
But 
Therefore 
Now, if ( ~)‘rr, EO+E (mod4), where c= 1 or -1, then 
(-to)-‘??, =o?+F. (mod 4). 
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Thus -1 Eq=ni .Er -(~+~)(~‘+E)=~+E(w+w~)=~~EEE (mod4), 
so that a= -1. 
If 2 1 B, 
(-w)(2-w)=(-0~)4(2+CO)~(-CO)3(1 -CO) 
r(-o)“(-l+w)-o-l (mod4). 
In each case, (-l)‘+‘- -3B = B = (a/q) (mod 4) by (ii). If 2 / B, 
(-W)‘(-1 +~w)=(-w)~(] +h)zw-1 (mod4), 
so that 
by (2). 
Thus, in each case, 
(~)+y (q!)=(;)(!y), 
(iv) and (v). Ireland and Rosen [6, pp. 112-l 141 give the following laws 
of cubic reciprocity in Q(W): If p, and pr are prime in Q(o), with p,, 
pz$Q, and p,=pz=2 (mod3), then 
If pi = c + cl0 then [( 1 - w)/p,], = IL?‘-+ ‘)/3. Now, note that A = A4 = 
(4q)‘= -2q’ E -q- 1 (mod 9), and that 3 = -o?(l -CO)*. Thus 
3 
r-1 =L XI 3 
-m2y~)2]3 = [g[ !g;  
=u2(Y-1v’ .w 
2B+21A+2V3=02B. 
Now rr, E A/2-2 (mod 3) and rr2= -1 r2 (mod 3). Therefore 
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and so 
(A + BY2 
712 I. 3 
Thus 
PROPOSITION 2. The ,follon*ittg three statements are equivalent: 
(I) q diaitks 1 + %I - (2 + a)“. 
(II) (i) (r/q)=l; (ii) ((2+a)/q)= -1; (iii) [3/~,]~#1; (iv) 
C(2 + xX)/71,13 = 13/x,13. 
(III) (i) If B is odd, B= 1 (mod 4); jf B is evett, B=2(2/q) (mod 8); 
(ii) ((A + B)/7)= -1; (iii) 3 t B; (iv) ZB+” ‘(A + B)‘= 1 (mod 7). 
Prmf: (I) tf (II): There exist integers i, ,j with 0 < i, ,j < 5, such that 
r*” = e’ (mod q) and -(2+cx)“se’ (modq). 
Therefore 
(i)=(‘)“=(fr and [J-]~=[~]~=[~~‘. 
Also 
So, as (e/q)= -1, 
= -1 iff i-j-0 (mod 2). 
As Celnl13 f 1, 
[:13=[?]3+1 iff jc2i f 0 (mod 3). 
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Therefore (II) holds iff (i, .j) = (2, 4) or (4, 2), 
iff there exists an integer u (U = e’), of order 3 (mod q), such that 
a”=~ (modq) and -(2+a)“=uZ (modq), 
iff (I) holds (by Lemma 1). 
Pro@: (II)++ (III): Now (II)(i) holds iff (III)(i) holds, by Lemma 2(n). 
By (i), (a/q)= 1. So, by Lemma2(iii), ((2+cc)/q)=((A+B)/7). By Lem- 
ma 2(iv), [3/n,]> # 1 iff 3 j B. By Lemma 2(v), 
iff wB+ ‘.((A + B)/2)‘= 1 (mod rr2). 
Now o- -l/3-2 (modn,= -1 -30)), so that oB+“((A +B)/2)‘- 
1 (mod rrc,) iff 2B+” ’ (A+B)‘=l (modn,) iff 2B+c ‘(A+B)‘=l 
(mod 7). 
Proof of Theorm I. If (1 )p has solutions X, Y, Z then, by Corollary 1, 
there exists an integer a such that q divides u7 + 3 and 1 + up - (a + 2)“. 
Choose the sign of B so that (B/q) = (Au/q). Then. by Lemma 2(i), 
u = ct (mod q). 
Now note that, as q = 3 (mod 4), we have 2(2/q) = q + 3 (mod 8). Thus, 
by Proposition 2, B = 1 (mod 4) (if B is odd), B s q + 3 (mod 8) (if B is 
even). Also 3 1 B. 
By (III)(ii), (A + B)j = -1 (mod 7) so by (III)(iv) (A + B)= (A + B). 
(A +B)‘.2”+“m’- -‘JBtc’+’ (mod 7). So 
ifBE (mod3)and C=l thenA+B= -1~ -C(mod7); 
ifBE (mod3)andC=2thenA+B=-2=-C(mod7); 
ifBE (mod3)and C=l then A+B= -2~ -2C(mod7); 
ifBr2(mod3)andC=2thenA+B=-4z-2C(mod7). 
Note that it is possible to extend Theorem 1 to all pairs II, q = 6n + 1 
where q is prime and gcd(n, 2 ‘3 ‘7) = 1. Thus we may state 
THEOREM 9. Supposc~ thut II is u gizwz integer, gcd(n, 2 3 7) = 1 bvith 
q = 6n + 1 prime. urd X, Y, Z are integers for which 
yj+ r’+Z”=() unn gcd(n, XYZ) = 1. (1 I,, 
Let A, B, and C be integers such that C is the least positive residue of 
(q-1)/3(mod3),4q=A’+27Bz,withA-1 (mod3)andBE1 (mod4)if 
A is odd, Bcq+3 (mod8) ifA is even. 
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Note that if 2 divides n then (l),, has no solutions by Terjanian’s 
theorem [ 111; if 3 or 7 divides n then (1 ), has no solutions by Sophie 
Germain’s theorem for m = 2 or 4, respectively. 
Now TI = (A + 3B)/2 + 3Bw is a prime of Q(W) and q = XT?. 
Itisnothardtoshowthatq=4or7(mod9)andA-1 (mod3)iffrrE2 
or 5 (mod 3( 1 + 2~)). Also that B = 1 (mod 4) if A is odd, and B = q + 3 
(mod 8) if A is even iff 7-t = 1 - M’, 2 - w or 1 + 2w (mod 4). Finally that 
q=l (mod7) iff rt = 1 (2, 3,4, 5 or 6) (mod 1 + 3~) 
and 
7c E 1 (4, 5, 2, 3 or 6, respectively) (mod 2 + 3~). 
So Theorem 2 may be rewritten as follows: 
THEOREM 2’. Suppose that 71 is a prime in Q(w) such that 
(a) 71-2 or 5 (mod 3(1 +2ac)) 
(b) rc= I -w, 2-~’ OY 1 +2w (mod4) 
(c) $ 71~ l/2/3/4/5/6 (mod 1 + 3w) then n f l/4/5/2/3/6 (respec- 
tiue/>l) (mod 2 + 3u,). 
If (l),, has solutions where n = (IV,,,,.,, prc- 1)/6 then one of the 
following holds: 
(i) rr= -1 +3w (mod9) and 7~~3 (mod 1+3~) 
(ii) n- -4-3~ (mod9) and rrrr-6 (mod 1+3w) 
(iii) 71~ 2 + 3~ (mod 9) and rr = 6 (mod 1 + 3~) 
(iv) ?I = -1 - 3~ (mod 9) and 71~ 5 (mod 1 + 3~). 
Now of the 540 equivalence classes, mod 252, permissible by (a), (b), 
and (c), only 60 satisfy one of the criteria (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). By 
applying the Tchebotareff density theorem (see [2, Theorem 19.181) we 
may state the following: 
# (primes q d x: q E 7 or 31 (mod 36), 
lim 
q E 1 (mod 7); q does not satisfy (2),} 8 
Y - r #{primesq<x:q=7or31 (mod36),q=l (mod7))=9’ 
This is certainly borne out by experimental evidence: Of the 57,356 such 
primes q < 6,000,OOO only 6,402 satisfy (2),. 
Unfortunately the Tchebotareff density theorem cannot be applied to 
prime pairs p, q = 6p + 1. However, on computations of all such prime 
pairs with p < l,OOO,OOO we found that of the 14,443 such primes p, 1615 
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satisfy the criteria of Theorem 1 (if the Tchebotareff density theorem held 
we would expect 1605 such primes to satisfy the criteria of Theorem 1). 
It has been brought to my attention that J. M. Gandhi [S] claimed to 
have found an unconditional proof of Sophie Germain’s theorem for prime 
pairs p, 6p + 1; which would evidently be stronger than the main theorem 
of this paper. In the notice he simply stated the theorem, writing that 
the main ingredients of his proof were Pollaczek’s, Furtwangler’s, and 
MacDonnell’s theorems. This leads me to believe that he, in fact, proved 
only Proposition 1, inadvertently leaving out case (iii). Before his untimely 
death, Professor Gandhi did, indeed, confide to colleagues that his proof 
was incomplete. 
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